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From Expressions to Mind Wandering: Using Computers to Illuminate Human Emotions
May 5, 2020 - A common view of human emotions is that they are too idiosyncratic and
subjective to be studied scientifically. But as being presented at the Cognitive Neuroscience
Society (CNS) virtual meeting today, cognitive neuroscientists are using contemporary,
data-driven computational methods to overturn old ideas about the structure of emotions across
humanity.
Researchers are applying computing power to understanding everything from how we generate
spontaneous emotions during mind wandering to how we decode facial expressions across
cultures. Their findings are important in characterizing how emotions contribute to well-being,
the neurobiology of psychiatric disorders, and even how to make more effective, social robots.
“Artificial intelligence (AI) enables scientists to study emotions in ways that were previously
thought to be impossible, which is leading to discoveries that transform how we think emotions
are generated from biological signals,” says Kevin LaBar of Duke University who is chairing the
symposium on this topic at the CNS virtual meeting.
Decoding facial expressions across cultures
Six core human emotions — fear, anger, disgust, sadness, happiness and surprise — have been
considered as universal in human psychology for decades and popularized in such places as
the Pixar film “Inside Out.” Yet despite the societal prevalence of this idea dating back to the
work of Paul Ekman, the scientific consensus actually shows that these emotions are far from
universal, with a significant gap in facial recognition of these emotions across cultures in
particular for people from East Asia, says Rachael Jack, a researcher at the University of
Glasgow.
Jack has been working to understand what she calls the “language of the face” — how individual
face movements combine in different ways to create meaningful facial expressions (like how
letters combine to create words). “I think of this a bit like trying to crack hieroglyphics or an
unknown ancient language,” Jack says. “We know so much about spoken and written language,
even hundreds of ancient languages, but we have comparatively little formal knowledge of the
non-verbal communication systems we use every day and which are so critical to all human
societies.”
In new work she is presenting at the CNS annual meeting, Jack will showcase the novel
data-driven methods her team has used to develop dynamic models of these face movements,
like a recipe book of facial expressions of emotions. Her team is now transferring these models
to digital agents, such as social robots and virtual humans, so that they can generate facial
expressions that are socially nuanced and culturally sensitive.

In their work, a novel face movement generator, created at the Institute of Neuroscience and
Psychology at the University of Glasgow, randomly selects a subset of individual face
movements, such as eyebrow raiser, nose wrinkler, or lip stretcher, and randomly activates the
intensity and timing of each. These randomly activated face movements then combine to create
a facial animation. Study participants from different cultures then categorize the facial animation
according to the six classic emotions, or they can select “other” if they do not perceive any of
these emotions. After many such trials, the researchers build a statistical relationship between
the face movements presented on each trial and the participants’ responses, which produces a
mathematical model.
“In contrast to traditional theory-driven approaches where experimenters took a hypothesized
set of facial expressions and showed them to participants across the world, we have added a
psychophysical approach,” she explains. “It is more data-driven and more agnostic in sampling
and testing facial expressions and, critically, uses the subjective perceptions of cultural
participants to understand what face movements drive their perception of a given emotion, for
example, ‘he is happy.’”
These studies have whittled the six commonly thought of universal facial expressions of
emotions to only four cross-cultural expressions. “There are substantial cultural differences in
facial expressions that can hinder cross-cultural communication,” Jack says. “We often, but not
always, find that East Asian facial expressions have more expressive eyes than Western facial
expressions, which tend to have more expressive mouths, just like Eastern v. Western
emoticons!”
She adds that there are also cultural commonalities that can be used to support accurate
cross-cultural communication of specific messages – for example, facial expressions of happy,
interested, and bored are similar across Eastern and Western cultures and can be recognized
across cultures easily.
Jack and her team are now using their models to enhance the social signalling capabilities of
robots and other digital agents that can be used globally. “We’re very excited to transfer our
facial expression models to a range of digital agents and to see the dramatic improvement in
performance,” she says.
Understanding spontaneous emotions at rest
Understanding how the subjective experience of emotion is mediated in the brain is the holy
grail of affective neuroscience, says LaBar of Duke. “It is a hard problem, and there has been
little progress to date.”
In his lab, LaBar and colleagues are working to understand the emotions that emerge while the
brain is mind-wandering at rest. “Whether triggered by internal thoughts or memories, these

‘stream-of-consciousness’ emotions are the targets of rumination and worry that can lead to
prolonged mood states, and can bias memory and decision-making,” he explains.
Until recently, researchers have been unable to decode these emotions from resting-state
signals of brain function. As he is presenting in Boston today, LaBar’s team has been able to
apply machine learning tools to derive neuroimaging markers of a small set of emotions like
fear, anger, and surprise. And the researchers have modeled how these emotions
spontaneously emerge in the brain while subjects are resting in an MRI scanner.
The core of the work has been training a machine learning algorithm to differentiate patterns of
brain activity that separate emotions from one another. The researchers present a pattern
classifier algorithm with a training data set from a group of participants who were presented with
music and movie clips that induced specific emotions. Using feedback, the algorithm learns to
weigh the inputs coming from different regions of the brain to optimize the signaling of each
emotion. The researchers then test how well the classifier can predict the elicited emotions in a
new sample of participants using the set of brain weights it generated from the test sample.
“Once the emotion-specific brain patterns are validated across subjects in this way, we look for
evidence that these patterns emerge spontaneously in participants who are merely lying at rest
in the scanner,” he says. “We can then determine whether the pattern classifier accurately
predicts the emotions that people spontaneously report in the scanner, and identify individual
differences.”
With this method, they have shown, for example, how individual differences in anxiety and
depression bias the expression of spontaneous emotions, how emotions change across the
lifespan as people age, and how the temporal dynamics of emotions differentiate healthy
subjects from individuals with psychopathology.
“Our hope is that this endeavor will lead to more reliable, objective indices of specific emotional
experiences that do not rely on self-report, as these verbal reports are not reliable in certain
populations, like children or even some adults who have little self-insight into their emotions,” he
says. “If so, then we might gain traction into understanding the emotional life of these individuals
better.”
-The symposium “Contemporary Approaches to Emotion Representations” is taking place at
CNS 2020 Virtual, from May 2-5.

CNS is committed to the development of mind and brain research aimed at investigating the
psychological, computational, and neuroscientific bases of cognition. Since its founding in 1994,
the Society has been dedicated to bringing its 2,000 members worldwide the latest research to
facilitate public, professional, and scientific discourse.
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